2018 GETS A DO-OVER

SCIENTISTS at SECRET government laboratories and TOP research UNIVERSITYS like HARVARD have recently discovered that the year 0 AD did IN FACT happen after all.

The People of AMERICA knew that the NEW MILLENIUM truely Started in the year 2000 and the people of AMERICA has been finally proven right.

"you see doctor, we had it wrong all this time!" - scientists

THEREFORE we announce that at exactly 4:30 PM on JULY 27, 2018 we will all be “FALLING BACK” exactly 301 DAY’S IN TIME. Citizen’s are to DIRECTLEY RESUME the activities they were performing on 09-29-2017. Which for the Residents of csb means you will be:

- MEETING ON DISCOVERY WALK

- EATING ZAHRA’S FAMOUS SAFFRON CHICKEN

- DRINKING TASTY COLD BEER OR EQUIVALENT NONALCOHOLIC SUBSTITUTE

- ENJOYING THE COMPANY OF YOUR FELLOW PEERS

Twitter and other Social Medias will simultaneously be rolled back. We are to act as though the events of the last 10 months NEVER HAPPENNED.

THE TERUEL LAB AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATE’S OF AMERICA THANKS YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT AND COOPERATION.